Jungle adventure!

1 Complete sentences 1-8 using the verb in brackets in the correct tense; the Present Perfect or Present Perfect Continuous.

1 I __________ (camp) in the jungle for 6 weeks now and I still find it fascinating.
2 I __________ (be) inspired by the incredible scenery and wildlife.
3 I can honestly say that this experience __________ (never/fail) to be challenging! There is always something to keep your mind active!
4 I __________ (worry) for a while now that our food and water supplies are running low.
5 My friend and travel companion __________ (just/return) from a short trek where she saw the most wonderful waterfall.
6 Although this is a wonderful experience, since last week we __________ (look forward) to returning home.
7 We __________ (have) a fantastic time in the jungle, but are now feeling a little tired of travelling.
8 My friend confided that she __________ (feel) daunted by the thought of staying here for very much longer.

2 Choose one of the situations in the box and imagine you are there.

- camping in the jungle with a group of fellow travellers
- on safari
- climbing a 6,000 metre mountain
- diving in the Australian Great Barrier Reef

Write an informal email to a friend explaining where you are and why, what you’ve been doing and how you’ve been feeling.

Use the notes on page 162 of the Student’s Book and also try to incorporate some of the words in the box below.

- fascinated
- fascinating
- daunted
- daunting
- challenged
- challenging
- petrified
- petrifying
- annoyed
- annoying
- disgusted
- disgusting
- inspired
- inspiring
- worried
- worrying
TEACHER’S NOTES:

Aim: to provide further practice of the Present Perfect or Present Perfect Continuous and the can do statement; write an informal email. This worksheet is designed to be used in conjunction with unit 6.1.

Time: 40 minutes
Materials: photocopies of the worksheet for each student

1. Tell students they have to complete the sentences using the Present Perfect or Present Perfect Continuous and the cues 1-8. If necessary do the first one with them as an example. Check answers with the class.

   **Answers:** 1 ‘ve been camping  2 ‘ve been  3 has never failed  4 ‘ve been worrying  5 has just returned  6 ‘ve been looking forward  7 ‘ve had  8 ’s been feeling

2. Tell students to choose one of the situations listed and then write an informal email to a friend explaining where they are and why. Check that they know they should use the Present Perfect or Present Perfect Continuous to describe what they’ve been doing. Encourage them to use the new vocabulary from unit 6.1 which is listed on the worksheet. Monitor to point out any opportunities where students could use vocabulary or the appropriate tense. Give students time to compare their answers and correct each other’s work if necessary before getting some more confident student to read theirs out to the rest of the class.